This paper compares the mean acquisition time performance of two serial search acquisition schemes over frequency-seiective multipath Rayleigh fading channels. Both the conventional cell-by-cell detection and the novel joint twin-cell detection are characterised. In contrast to the majority of published results considering only one correct timing state (HI cell) in the uncertainty region of the pseudo noise (PN) sequence, this paper aims to analyse the mean acquisition time performance of a serial search acquisition scheme considering multiple timing states in t h e uncertainty region. The mean acquisition time performance comparison between the conventional cell-by-cell detection and the joint twin-cell detection shows that the latter can achieve significantly improved acquisition time performance at almost the same complexity.
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INTRODUCTION
In a practical pseudo-noise (PN) sequence acquisition system usually there exist xnultiplo in-phase states ( HI cells) in the uncertainty region [1][2], where the received PN sequence and its locally generated replica may reside within the desired small tirriing offset. The nuuiber of HI cells is determined by the pull-in range of the code tracking loop, hy the search step size and the channel characteristics. For example, for a baseband early-late tracking loop or for a non-cohercnt early-late tracking loop [3] having a total normalized time difference of A between the early and late discriminator channels, the acquisition timing ofiset should be less than TcA in order that there is at least one HI hit during the search process, which leads to an offset between the received and the locally generated PN sequence that is within the piill-in region, where T, represents the chip duration. However, there are always at least two adjacent Hi cntls in the uncertainty region and their related offsets are within the gull-in region of the tracking loop, provided that the search step size does not exceed X,A/2 :uid when non-fading c h n e l s are concerned In this contribution two detection modes having a similar implementation complexity will be t:haracterised, when siguals transmitted over multipath fading channels are COILsidarcd and multiple HI cells are aseutned in the uneectainky region. The first is the cozrveutioual cell-by-cell detection scheme [l] , in which the cells in the uncortainty rcgion are searched and tested cell-by-cell independently. The gener-ation of the decision variable yi is indicated by the continiious line in Fig.1 , which is expressed as Yi = I/i. Let h in Fig.1 bc! it threshold set for making a decision, whether the phase of the received PN signature sequence and the locally generated PN sequence is within the required small timing offset, so as to terminate the search mode and to proceed to the so-called verification mode, which is not analysed in this paper. Wheuever the decision variable k;-of Fig.1 exceeds the tkeshold 12, tnhe system assumes that the corresponding delav of the locally generated PN sequence is the correct delay aid proceeds to the verification mode. Otherwise, if Y, doeu not exceed It, the relative phase of the locally generated PN sequence is readjusted, in order to update the decision variable Yi, and the above process is repeated.
The second detection mode is the so-called joint twincell detection scheme Since each cell is classified as one of the two states, namely, HI ,ancl Ha, hence, the first search mode with conventional cell-by-cell detection can be described as a twostate random Markov process [6], since each decision variable is decided by one cell, while the second search mode with joiut twin-cell detection can be described as a four- 
MEAN ACQUISITION TIME
Due to the finite search step size and due to receiving multipla rcplicas of the transmitted PN sequence in multipath fading environments, usually there exist more than two stiltiii, in which the locally generated and the received sequence inay become synchronous, hence satisfying the multiple HI cell hypothesis, as mentioned in Section l.
represent the detection and miss probabilities associated with the Cth detection attempt, leading
ot>tain that if the number of cells in the uncertainty region is high, ie q >> 1, then the MAT can be expressed as:
Let Pu, and for a search mode with X number of Hi cells in the uncertainty region, where &(A) = rial pi rcpresents the total inis probability of a search over the full uncertainty region. Furthermore, a represents the false darnr probability Wciatetl with a HO cell, ie the probability of reaching a state iLLi a txmscquence of accepting an incorrect hypothesis due to registering a high correlation pedc, while KTD reprwnts the 'penalty time' associated with determining that there is a false alarm and with re-entering the search mode.
THE TRANSMITTED SIGNALS
The communication model under consideration consists of U Bimultanmus transmitters, which includcs U -1 data transmission users (who have completed acquisition) and one initial synchronization user (whose P N sequence has to be acquired by the base station). We asume that the first user is the initial synchronization user, whose performance has to be evaluated. Each user is assigned a unique CDMA sequence, which spreads the data. In this paper random signature sequences having a common chip rate of l/Tc are where Pk represents the transmitted power of the kth user, fc is the common cmier frequency and pk is the phase introduced by the kth modulator, which is modelled as a random miable uniformly distributed over [0,2n].
However, the presence of data modulation iu the initial synchronization signal complicates the code synchronization process at the receiver in various ways [7] . Therefore, in many DS-CDMA systems the transmitter aids the initial synchronization by transmitting the phaso-coded carrier signal without data modulation at the beginning of each transmission. Hence, in our aualysis we shall assume for simplicity that there is no data modulation imposed on the signals transmitted for initial synchronization.
THE CHANNEL MODEL
A widely accepted model for a froquenc:y-solective multipath fadiig channel is a finite-length tapped delay line with a tap spacing of one chip [8] , where the L tap weights {&hi} are assumed to be independent identically distributed (iid) Ftayleigh random variables with probability density function (pdf) given by [SI:
where E[aii] = 2u2, and the phases { ?, !~ki } are assumed to be uniformly distributed random variablcs in [0,2r], which are independent of {cuki}. Furthermore, we assume that the fading is sufficiently slow in order to guarantee that the amplitude of the chips over the intejpl dwell time fades identically.
Then, the received signal at the base station can be viewed as the sum of the initial synchronization phasecoded carrier signal (the signal-of-interest), the U -1 data signills (multi-user interference signals) and the additive whitc Gaussian noise (AWGN), yielding:
where Tk is the relative time delay associated with an asynchronous transmissiou scheme, &I = pk -d k l -27rfe(n + Zr:), which are modelled as iid random variables uniformly distrihuted in [ 0 , 2~] and n(t) represents the AWGN with a cloirble-sided power spectral density of N0/2. Note that, since the U -1 interfering users are in the data transmission process, we assume that their signals are ideally powercontrolled and the average received power from each interfering signal is expressed a8 Pi. However, for the initial synchronization user it is impossible to realize. ideal powercontrol before successful synchronization. This user can only invoke open-loop power control according to the estimation of the channel state, and hence the average received power at the base station from the initial synchronization imer is usually different from that of the data transmission user#, which is denoted in Eq46) as PR. Moreover, we let p = P I / P R .
MEAN ACQUISITION TIME PERFORMANCE
In this Section, both the serial search scheme using conventional cell-by-cell detection and the joint twin-cell detection were characterised and compared based on their mean acquisition time (MAT) performance. As an application for the serial search with the above two detection schemes, we considered a periodic PN sequence of length 1024. Consequeutly, the number of search intervals in the uncertainty rekfion of the serial search mode, was q = 2048, since the searclr step size was set to T42. For convenience, we considered the normalized MAT, which was derived from the mean acquisition time given by Eq.(l) divided by the bit duration of T = GT,, when different total miss probability irnd different falye alarm probability were considered. The total iniss probability and the false alarm probability were calculated for a given correlation threshold h, SNR/chip mid for other relevant parameters values. The parameters u.sd in our experiments are shown in the Figures. N~t e that three different energy-to-noise ratios were used in Our analysis, namely SNR/chip, SNK per M chips, Le the energy over the integral dwell time (TD = MT, secouds) to UOLW ratio, and the SNR/bit, i.e the energy over the bit tlination (7' = GT, seconds) to noise ratio. and the SNR/chip for the serial search modes using conventional cell-by-cell detection (Fig.2) and joiut twin-cell detection (Fig.S) , respectively. It is clear from Fig2 and Fig.3 that an inappropriate choice of the detection threshold 11' can lead to severe increase of the mean acquisition time, but the sensitivity of the MAT to the threshold decreases, as the SNR/chip increases. For any given SNR/chip vduc there exists an optimal choice of the threshold h', which minimizes the value of the MAT. In addition, for any given normalized threshold h', the MAT decreases, it9 the SNR/chip increases, and finally reaches a residual value, which is essentially due to the finite false alarm probability, and its associated 'penalty-time' required to revert to ward^.
In Fig.4 we evaluated and compared thc mean acquisition time performance of the serial sea& schemes using both conventional cell-by-cell detection and joint twin-cell detection, with respect to the number of resolvable paths at the base station versus the signal-to-noise ratio per chip or SNR/chip. Observe that, for low SNR/chip values an increased number of resolvable paths can decrease the MAT, but for high SNR/chip values a high number of resolvable paths increases the MAT above the cross-over zone near -17dB. If we assume that a practical acquisition system operates at an average SNR/bit in the range of 5dB . . .20dB, which implies that the average SNR/chip is in the range of -16dB . . . -1dB, then it is concluded that for this typc of acquisitiort system a high number of rr!solvahIe paths associated with severe dispersion will degrade the MAT performance. From the results we find that the MAT performance of the joint twin-cell detection is about an order of magnitude better, than that of the conventional cell-by-cell detection. Moreover, the MAT performance of the joint twin-cell detection is more robust to the variation in the number of resolvable paths for a given threshold and a given SNR/chip, than that of the conventional cell-by41 detection. any given number of resolvable paths at the base station, and for a given SNR/chip, there is an o p t i d choice of the threshold h', which leacls to the minimu111 MAT. At the optimal value of h' we observe that for the conventional cell-by-cell detection or joint twin-cell detection the MAT performance is improved, although not dramatically, when the number of resolvable paths increases. However, if the value of the threshold is set inappropriately, especially when it is set above its optimum value, the MAT will significantly haease, as the number of rwolvable path.. increases. However, as we noted for Fig.4 , the MAT performance of the joint twin-cell detection improved more significantly and became also more robust to the number of resolvable paths in a wide range of the normalized threshold 11' from about 7 to 25, than that of the conventional cell-by-cell detection, assuming a given number of resolvable paths at the base station. Note furthermore that in a practical acquisition system, the threshold must not be set tu a IOW value, because too low a threshold usually leads to too high a numlw of false alarms, and hence, due to the associated time delay, to an increased MAT.
The effect of the number of active iwcrs on the MAT performance is shown in Fig.6 . The curvcs were plotted versus the number of simultaneously transmitting; users, U , with SNR/chip values of -15dB, -lOdB, -8dB. "Ice, the corresponding SNR/bit values are 6dB, 1ldB and 13dB.
As expwted, the MAT of the serial search systems using lioth detection scheme increases, when the number of active users increases. Fig.7 mid Fig.% we evaluated the effect of varying the received power of the user-of-interest on the MAT performance for both detections. The curves of Fig.7 were plotted against the SNR/chip value, while the curves of Fig.8 were shown against the number of active users, U. The ratio of the interfering users' power to that of the user-of-interest, p, was taking values of p = IO, 1,0.1, respectively. Fkom the results we observe that in the range of SNR./bit values of 5dB . . .20dB or SNR/chip values of -1EclB . , . -1dB the MAT performance of both detection s(:liemes was explicitly improved, when we increased the power of the iser-of-interest, Moreover, it can be seen that the MAT performance of the joint twin-cell detection is mom robust to the change of the power of the user-ofinterest, than that of the conventional cell-by-cell detection. However, from a system capacity point of view, increasing the power of the initial synchronization users implies increasing the interference inflicted to the data transmission risers, which consequently decreases the capacity of tlie system. Hepce, in mobile DS-CDMA systems using the approach of increasing the initial synchronization user's transmitting power to aid acquisition should consider the trade-off between the mean acquisition time and the system cipacity.
Firialiy, in

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The mean acquisition time performance of the conventional cell-by-cell detection and joint twin-cell detection has been compared over frequency-selective multipath fading chaaueLs. The results are applicable to the reverse link of a mobile DS-CDMA communication system using binary phaseshift keying (BPSK). The effects of multiple access interference, that of the iiumber of resolvable paths at the base statioii and that of the received power of the initial synr:brouization iisw were investigated. From the results we c:oudi~dr? that t-lie mean acquisition time performance of the scrial search acquisition system using joint twin-cell detection is more robust to multiple access interference, to the detection threshold, to the number of the frequencyselective multipath components, and to the received power of the user-of-interest, than that of the conventional cell-bycell detection. Moreover, the mean acquisition time performance of the joint twin-cell detection is significantly better than that of the Conventional cell-by-cell detection.
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